Abstract -This paper presents a cell balancing method for a single switch flyback converter with a multi-winding transformer. The conventional method using a flyback converter with a multi-winding transformer is simple and easy to control, but the voltage of each secondary winding coil might be non-uniform because of the unequal effective turn-ratio. In particular, it is difficult to control the nonuniform effect using turn-ratios because secondary coil has a limited number of turns. The nonuniform secondary voltages disturb the cell balancing procedure and induce an unbalance in cell voltages. Individual cell control by adding a switch for each cell can reduce the undesirable effect. However, the circuit becomes bulky, resulting in additional loss. The proposed method here uses the conventional flyback converter with an adjustment made to the output filters of the cells, instead of the additional switch. The magnitude of voltage applied to a particular cell can be reduced or increased according to the adjusted filter and the selected switching frequency. An analysis of the conventional converter configuration and the filter design method reveals the possibility of adequate cell balancing control without any additional switch on the secondary side.
Introduction
Recently, lithium-ion battery and super-capacitors of high output voltage with series connections are being used in many high power applications such as hybrid or pure electric vehicles and energy storage systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . They have several pros and cons compared with the conventional lead-acid battery. The volume and weight of a lithium-ion battery pack can be reduced because of its high energy density. However, since batteries store energy in a chemical form through an electrochemical reaction, the permitted current can be quite limited. Super capacitors store energy in an electrical form and thus have more flexible current limits. But more cells are required for a high output voltage because of the low voltage limit, which of 2.0-2.7V [5] .
The cell voltage of the battery and super-capacitor have their upper and lower limits. If the cell voltage exceeds its limit, there could lead to potential safety and lifetime issues. These can be prevented through the implementation of a battery management system (BMS). The BMS monitors the voltage of each cell and protects the battery cells from over-charging and discharging [6] [7] [8] . Another function of the BMS is the protection from unbalanced cell voltages. As each cell has unequal properties such as capacity, ESR and self-discharge current, cell voltages can become unbalanced as the charging and discharging sequences are repeated in the series connection configuration [9] [10] . Even though the BMS prevents safety problems associated with the unbalanced state, the available capacity of the battery or super-capacitor pack may be dramatically reduced, as the BMS applies upper and lower limits to the highest and lowest voltage cells [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Fig. 1 shows the cell state of charge (SoC) according to battery SoC for the cases of battery packs with balanced and unbalanced cells. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , almost 90% of energy can be used in charging and discharging states. In contrast, Fig. 1(b) shows that some cells may not be fully used because of cell 1 being in the discharging state and other cells cannot be fully charged because of cell 3 being in the charging state. Therefore, cell voltage balancing is important for maximizing the battery capacity [16] [17] [18] .
Recently, various cell balancing methods have been researched, and they can be typically categorized into two types: passive method and active method. The main idea of the passive method is to dissipate the energy of the highest voltage cell for balancing. By consuming energy stored in the cell that resides at a higher voltage than the average cell voltage through a resistor, the voltage difference is reduced [19] . This method is easy to implement and control but dissipates the energy as heat, thereby resulting in low efficiency [20] [21] [22] . In contrast, the active method transfers energy from the highest voltage cell or the pack to other cells. An additional balancing circuits of both methods have a loss. So the energy of a battery pack will be dissipated when the balancing sequence is repeated. However, as the energy is not dissipated but transferred in the active method, it results in higher efficiency. The charge shuttling method is one of the typical active methods. At a certain switching frequency, the energy of the highest voltage cell is transferred to other cells through a capacitor as the medium [23] . Therefore, the cell balancing can be done automatically without the need for any cell voltage monitoring and control algorithm [24] . However, it takes a long time to balance two cells in far stacking positions because the energy should be transferred through every cell and capacitor between the cells. To reduce the balancing time, several methods such as the chain structure method or the modularized system method have been proposed. The former method connects the first cell to the last cell with an additional capacitor and the latter method groups several cells to reduce the balancing time. Although these methods are practically applicable, the balancing speed is lower than that of other cell balancing methods.
Using the multi-winding flyback converter is one of the simple and easy methods of active cell balancing [25, 26] . The primary side of the converter is connected to the whole string of cells, and the secondary side is connected to each cell as shown in Fig. 2(a) . During the turn-on state of the switch, the energy is released from whole module, and during the turn-off state, energy is transferred to each cell according to the difference between the average cell voltage and individual cell voltage. In effect, the cell balancing can be performed at the fixed switching frequency without any additional consideration [27] .
However, the multi-winding transformer on a single core causes problems such as non-uniformity in the effective turn-ratios, which in turn disturbs the cell balancing procedure. To avoid this effect, a switch is added to each cell as shown in Fig. 2(b) . This approach reduces the multiwinding effect caused by an individual cell balancing. However, the system becomes highly complex because of the additional switch and the control for each cell [28] . Fig.  2 (c) exhibits another method to avoid the multi-winding effect. This method uses a single winding on the secondary side and adds two switches for each cell to select the cell requiring balancing [29] . However, similar to the above method, the circuit and the control become complex because of the additional switch.
In this paper, a cell balancing control method using a single switch flyback converter with a multi-winding transformer and adjusted output filters is proposed. The whole circuit diagram and control method are simplified because of the filter adjustments without any additional switches. Moreover, the filters are designed based on the frequency characteristic for cell selection control. Due to the adjusted filters and the selected switching frequency, non-uniformity in the turn-ratio of the secondary windings can be eliminated. This paper consists of the following sections: In Section II, the proposed topology and operation of the balancing process are introduced. Then, two types of filters are defined according to the non-uniform turn-ratios and their properties are explained. In addition, a general filter, which is a combination of two types of filters, is also introduced. In Section III, the control method for the proposed topology and the design of the proposed filters are described. Simulation results with super capacitors and experimental results with Lithium-Polymer (Li-Po) batteries are presented in Section IV.
Detailed Formats of Manuscript
The proposed topology uses a flyback converter with a multi-winding transformer for simplicity. Simultaneously, non-uniform turn-ratios in multi-winding transformer are compensated, and the cell selective control can be done with the adjusted filter and switching frequency. There are two types of non-uniform turn-ratios in a multi-winding transformer. The first type is the higher effective turnratio and the other type is the lower effective turn-ratio. The former makes secondary voltage higher and the latter makes the voltage lower at the relevant winding. As a result, these uneven secondary voltages disturb the balancing procedure. Therefore, to enhance the performance of cell balancing, two types of filters for each case and a combinational general filter for any case are proposed. Fig. 3(a) shows a circuit diagram of the k th filter, which is used in the lower secondary voltage case. A transfer function of the filter is given as (1) . The variation in the magnitude of the transfer function with the switching frequency is shown in Fig. 3(b) , and it has two peak frequencies, ω p1 and ω p2 , as expressed by (2) and (3) . The magnitude at these frequency is restricted by the ESRs of the capacitors and DCRs of the inductors.
Band amplification CL filter
where the subscript k means the order in the cells. V 2k expresses the voltage applied to the k th cell and V 0k expresses the voltage of the k th secondary winding. L 1k and C 0k represent the inductance and capacitance of the k th CL filter. L 0k and C 2k represent the leakage inductance of the k th secondary winding and the capacitance of the k th battery. As the capacitance of the battery cell is much higher than the other values, the first peak frequency is affected only by the cell capacitance and the second peak frequency is affected only by the capacitance of the filter. This property is shown in Fig. 3 (c) which represents the transfer functions of the two different filters. These filters have the same parameters except for the capacitor of the filter. The first peak frequencies of both filters are similar because of the same battery capacitance. However, the second peak frequencies are unequal because of their different filter capacitances. According to the capacitance of the filter, each filter reveals a different gain at particular frequencies as shown in Fig. 3(d) . Therefore, this implies that the magnitude of the specific filter gain can be higher than that of the other filters at a particular frequency. For example, at the frequency ω 1 , the gain of Filter 1 is higher than that of others according to the following relationship.
At the frequency ω 3 , the gain of Filter 3 is higher than that of the others as expressed bellow.
Using this property, the lower secondary voltage in the multi-winding transformer can be controlled. At the proper frequency, the higher gain of the designed filter increases the output voltage applied to the cell. As a result, the nonuniformity in the lower turn-ratio can be reduced.
However, as mentioned above, the non-uniform turnratio can cause lower secondary voltage as well as higher secondary voltage. In the case of a higher secondary voltage, the magnitude of the filter gain should be lower than that of the others for voltage difference compensation. However, due to the filter characteristics, no frequency can satisfy this condition with the proposed band amplification CL filter as shown in Fig. 3(d) . For example, the gain of Filter 3 in Fig. 3(d) cannot be lower than that of Filter 2 and Filter1 at the same time. Therefore, other types of filters that can reduce the transfer function gain are required.
Band attenuation LC filter
For the case of lower turn-ratios, the opposite characteristic of the filter is introduced as shown in Fig.  4(a) . A transfer function of this band attenuation LC filter is expressed as (6) . This transfer function has three peak frequencies, ω p1 , ω p2 , and ω p3 as in (7), (8) , and (9). 
where L 1k and C 1k refer to inductance and capacitance of the k th LC filter. The meaning of the other symbols has already been explained previously. (7) and (8) are second order poles of the transfer function. Therefore, the gain magnitudes at those frequencies show a similar property with the band amplification CL filter. The value of ω p3 is a second order zero of the transfer function and, consequently, the gain magnitude at this frequency represents an opposite characteristic compared to the other frequencies. With the different values of the filter capacitances, the magnitude of each filter according to the frequency is presented in Fig. 4(b) . The gain of a certain filter can be reduced at a particular frequency. For example, the gain of Filter 1 is lower than the others at the frequency, ω 1 and the gain of Filter 3 is lower than the others at the frequency ω 3 . When the voltage at a certain secondary winding is higher than that of others, the voltage difference can be reduced by selecting a proper frequency. However, the filter has a similar problem with the band amplification CL filter; it cannot be applied to the lower secondary voltage case. This is because the magnitude of the particular filter gain cannot be higher than that of the other filter gains at any frequency as shown in Fig. 4(b) . For example, the gain of Filter 3 in Fig. 4 (b) cannot be higher than that of Filter 2 and Filter 1 at the same time.
Generalized CLC Filter
The two types of filters mentioned above can only be used for specific cases. The band amplification CL filter is used for the lower secondary voltage case and the band attenuation LC filter is used for the higher secondary voltage case. In this paper, a general filter with the characteristics of both these filters is proposed, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , to control the secondary voltage in either case. The only difference between these two filters is the position of the filter capacitor. The capacitor of the CL filter is connected in parallel to the series circuit of the filter inductor and the battery cell. As for the LC filter, the capacitor is connected in parallel to the filter inductor. Therefore they can both be combined to a single structure in the generalized filter of Fig. 5(a) . This general filter is used as the band amplification CL filter by removing the C 1k for the lower voltage case and as the band attenuation LC filter by removing C 0k for the higher voltage case. For example, the gain plot of the transfer function with three general filters is shown in Fig. 5(b) . Two filters are used as CL filters and the other one is used as an LC filter. As a result, at the frequency ω 2, the gain of Filter 2 is higher than that of the others as follows.
At the frequency ω 3, the gain of Filter 3 is lower than that of others as follows. 
Cell Selection
The gain of each filter is changed according to the switching frequency, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Using these characteristics, it is possible to select a particular cell for an individual control. In other words, the proposed method can choose a specific cell by means of switching frequency selection. As the number of cells increases, the number of adjusted switching frequencies and the required filters for cell selection also increases. As a result, the range of the required switching frequency becomes wider. The wide range of the switching frequency can adversely affect the transformer core design. To reduce this negative effect, the proposed method can work not for all cells but for the cell with the winding which has the worst non-uniform turnratio. In addition, by grouping several windings that have similar properties, the number of the adjusted switching frequencies can be reduced.
Control Method and Filter Design

Filter design
The non-uniform turn-ratios are caused by the manufacturing deviation of the transformer. The proposed filter therefore needs to be designed for the corresponding transformer. First, the output voltage at each secondary side winding is measured to check the non-uniform turnratio. To execute this step, the primary side of the flyback converter is connected to the voltage source and the secondary side is not connected to anything, which means an open circuit. Then, the type of filter is determined according to the type of non-uniform turn-ratio. If the voltage of a certain secondary winding is higher than the average voltage, the general filter is used as a CL filter. For the opposite case, the general filter is used as an LC filter. The capacitance, inductance, and peak frequency of the filter are determined as follows.
In the band amplification CL filter, the switching frequency can be determined from (3). Due to the much larger value of C 2k , the peak frequency (3) can be approximated as follows.
In case of the band attenuation LC filter, the switching frequency can be determined from (13) which is one of the three peak frequencies. In a prototype circuit, a 10μH inductor and a capacitor with micro capacitance are used.
Proposed control method
The control algorithm for the proposed method is similar to the conventional one which is simplistic because of a single switch. In the case of an unbalanced cell, it only needs to start switching at a certain frequency. However, the proposed method should consider the specific cells affected by the non-uniform turn-ratios. First, the voltage of each cell is sensed continuously to enable the detection of the unbalanced cell. When the unbalance is detected, the corresponding cells are distinguished to determine the switching frequency. If the unbalanced cell is connected to the Filter 1, the cell balancing procedure is performed at switching frequency f sw1 .
The proposed method requires one more consideration. The filter can control only the transient state of the balancing procedure because different gain magnitudes of the filter do not imply anything more than a different charging speed. In other words, the proposed filter has no effects in the steady state. Therefore, if the switching for the balancing is continued until the steady state, cell voltages become unbalanced again regardless of the proposed filter. To prevent this problem, a balancing on-off control method is introduced. The balancing process is ceased in the range near the average cell voltage. The entire sequence of the control method is represented in the form of a flowchart in Fig. 6 . For example, assume that the cell balancing including three filters in Fig. 5(b) is performed. When the voltage of a certain cell is lower than the average by the threshold value, the balancing process is initiated as follows. If the cell is connected to a nonadjusted filter, the balancing starts at a frequency of ω 0 as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The gain values of the three filters are the same at this frequency. If the cell is connected to Filter 2, the balancing begins at a selected frequency of ω 2 for the higher gain than the other filters. The balancing is ceased when the difference between the average cell voltage and the voltage of the unbalanced cell is lower than a certain value.
Simulation and Experimental Results
To illustrate the dynamic property of the proposed method, the balancing operation for the 4 super-capacitor module is simulated. Fig. 7 shows the simulation model of the proposed circuit. The turn-ratios of the windings that are connected to Cell 1 and Cell 2 are intentionally adjusted to assume the non-uniform turn-ratio. Filter 1 is set as the band attenuation filter and Filter 2 is set as the band amplification filter. Other filters are designed to be unaffected by the adjusted switching frequencies of Filter 1 and Filter 2. There are two unbalanced cells in each simulation case. One of them is the comparison cell connected to the normal winding and the other is the target cell connected to the adjusted winding. As shown in Fig. 7 , the cell balancing is controlled by the switching frequency control while the switching duty is kept fixed.
In the first case, the winding of the adjusted filter has a lower turn-ratio than that of the others, implying that the voltage at the secondary winding is lower than at the other windings. Moreover, without the proposed method, the voltage of the target cell is lower than that of the comparison cell as shown in Fig. 8(a) . However, by using the adjusted filter and the proper frequency, which increases the gain of the adjusted filter, the charging speed of the target cell is increased. Consequently, the gap between the comparison cell and the target cell is reduced as shown in Fig. 8(b) . In contrast, the opposite case of the simulation is performed and plotted in Fig. 9 . The windings of the controlled filter have a higher turn-ratio than the others. As shown in Fig. 9(a) , there is steady state error due to the higher voltage of the secondary winding. With the adjusted filter and the proper frequency, which reduces the magnitude of the gain, the balancing current of the target cell is reduced. As a result, the gap between the comparison cell and the target cell is reduced as shown in Fig. 9(b) .
To show the feasibility of the proposed method, a cell balancing of eight Li-Po batteries is executed using a single switch flyback converter with multi-winding transformer and adjusted filters. The turn-ratios of the adjusted windings are designed in two ways. The first one reveals higher turn-ratios case, while the second one represents a lower turn-ratios case. Other parameters of the prototype circuit are summarized in Table 1 and the parameters of the battery module are described in Table 2 . First, the dynamic performance of the proposed filter is exhibited in Fig. 10 . In the conventional method, since the voltages of the two cells are the same at the initial state, the balancing currents remain the same for both cells, regardless of the switching frequency. However, in the proposed method, the change of the switching frequency causes the balancing currents to vary. As shown in Fig. 10 , the balancing current is far from an ordinary waveform because of the adjusted filter and switching frequency. However, average value of these currents represents different values according to the switching frequency. These switching frequencies can be obtained from the peak frequency of each filter. At the switching frequency of 24.4 kHz, the average balancing current of the target cell is higher than that of the comparison cell as shown in Fig. 10(a) . The switching frequency of 32 kHz, the average balancing current of the target cell is lower than that of the comparison cell as shown in Fig. 10(b) . These switching frequencies are quite low for the flyback converter topology. Because of digital implementation, available switching frequency is restricted in this paper. But it is possible to use higher frequencies if they are available. Using this property, the two cases of experiments were performed. In the case of a low secondary voltage, the target cell is connected to the lower turn-ratio winding and the comparison cell is connected to the normal winding. At the normal switching frequency, the voltage of the target cell is lower than that of the comparison cell as shown in Fig  11(a) . At the switching frequency selected for the band amplification, the voltage difference is reduced by 55% as shown in Fig. 11(b) . In contrast, Fig. 12 shows the cell voltages in the cell balancing procedure when the target cell is connected to the higher turn-ratio, winding and the comparison cell is connected to the normal winding. As shown in Fig. 12(a) the voltage of the target cell is higher than that of the comparison cell at normal switching frequency. However, at the switching frequency selected for the band attenuation, the difference in the cell voltage is reduced by 60% as shown in Fig. 12(b) . As explained earlier in Section 3, the balancing process is ceased when the voltage difference is lower than a certain value. To show the dynamic performance, a long term cell balancing control is executed and the result of the conventional method and the proposed method are compared. Experimental conditions remain the same as in the lower secondary voltage case. Without the proposed method, the balancing voltages of the two cells in Fig.  13 (a) would be different just like it is presented in Fig.  11(a) . However, because of the proposed filter and the adjusted switching frequency, the balancing voltages of the two cells become similar until 60 minutes. After that, the proposed filter becomes ineffective. As shown in Fig. 13(a) , the voltage gap again widens. This weakness can be compensated for by the proposed on-off control as shown in Fig. 13(b) . The balancing process is off when the voltage difference is lower than a certain value. If there is an unbalance that occurs again after the discharging or charging sequence, the balancing process can be repeated as shown in Fig. 13(b) .
Conclusion
This paper proposed a cell balancing method using generalized filters and a single switch flyback converter with multi-winding transformer. A general LC or CL filter is used in each secondary winding, which is adjusted as a band amplification or attenuation type. Each cell can be controlled individually by the frequency selection because each designed filter has a difference in the capacitance. The differences in the non-uniform turn-ratios in a multiwinding transformer are compensated by the proposed filter design and the switching frequency selection. In considering the characteristic of the filter which can only change transient state, the on-off control method of the switching process is also proposed. Ultimately, the comparative experimental results with eight Li-Po cells confirmed that the proposed method reduces the voltage difference in the target cells without any cell selection switches.
